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INTRODUCTION
26
Mainly all conscious perception passes through the thalamus on its way to the cortex [1] .
27
Thalamic relay neurons, acting in their relay mode, forward rate-coded spike trains from 28 subcortical sensory areas through specific thalamic relay nuclei to their related areas of cortex.
29
information, HO relays pass spike trains from a cortex source to another cortex target [1] . The 48 pulvinar is the largest region of the thalamus and most of the thalamus is devoted to HO relays 49 [1] . For example, a layer V pyramid in cortex region 1 drives an HO pulvinar relay that in turn 50 drives cortex region 2, whose layer V pyramid then drives another HO pulvinar relay making 51 inputs to cortex region 3, etc. [1] . Such cortex → pulvinar → cortex → pulvinar → … HO relay 52 pathways are important in the awake state and also during non-rapid eye movement (NREM) 53 sleep for the propagation of sleep spindles, delta waves and slow waves [1] .
54
Besides their tonic-firing relay mode, thalamic relay cells have a burst firing mode that is used 55 for both attention and memory. For example take walking late at night along a dark country 56 road. One might be startled to see a flaming meteor whiz past, only to realize that it was just a Repeated episodes of synchronized slow wave activity are thought to lock in declarative 64 memories [2] . During the awake state, neocortex plays a version of the day's events to the 65 hippocampus. Then during slow wave sleep, the hippocampus recapitulates these short term 66 memories back to the cortex. This playback involves short intervals of high frequency β and γ, 67 and it is required to construct a permanent memory in cortex, which subsequently becomes 68 independent of the hippocampus [2] . Destexhe and Sejnowski 's "recall-store" memory 69 consolidation hypothesis is based on brief episodes of 7-16 Hz spindles and β and γ from the 70 hippocampus simultaneously driving cortex targets, with these events followed by slow waves inputs from N1's neighbors and externally:
N1 has 6 dynamical variables:
, its membrane potential, , the relatively slow voltage-
dependent off gate on its low threshold calcium conductance, and , the faster and
slower voltage-, and calcium-, dependent activation gates of its very slow hyperpolarization- activating a second messenger pathway that slowly turns on a number of potassium currents that 244 more strongly hyperpolarize the neuron [1] .
245
In the high gain example (Fig. 1 A, 
268
F. Low spike rate (contrast with C).
269
In Fig. 2 we give an overview of spike-gain parameter space that involves calcium-clearance and 270 the calcium-sensitivity threshold of the H current. Feedback by H depolarizes the cell below the
271
Hopf bifurcation, lowering its excitability and spike output. showing the collective mode of a large number of pulvinar relays participating in a sleep spindle.
281
The figure was drawn based on experimental recordings, and shows a local thalamic oscillations increase H open probability, while spiking lowers it. This is due to the nature of the 291 H "sag current," in that it is turned on by calcium and off by depolarization. near Hopf bifurcations having similar CFs.
308
Spindling relay neurons synchronize their spike bursts. In Fig. 4 we employ an event 
323
The central claim of this study is that there are many advantages for poising relay neurons on 
